
By Aaron Shaw

 The Pi Wire
Things move quickly in the Raspberry Pi ecosystem – so quickly that sometimes it 

can be really hard to keep up! This regular column rounds up Raspberry Pi and 
open hardware news to keep you up to date on the latest developments, projects, 
products, and events.

Epiphany – ThE nEw wEb browsEr!  
Late last year on the 23rd of December 2013, as a lovely little gift for all of us Raspberry Pi en-
thusiasts, the Raspberry Pi Foundation announced the new web browser they were working 
on in partnership with Collabora in order to bring a smoother Internet surfing experience to 
the Raspberry Pi. The new web browser would be a Raspbian port of the very confusingly 
named “Web” web browser, which was formerly called Epiphany and originated from the 
Gnome project. At the time of the initial announcement, the new web browser was in its early 

stages of development and was released as a beta with many fea-
tures still missing; however, it already looked like a welcome im-
provement to the standard Midori browser included with Rasp-
bian. The official release of the new browser (which is based on 
the WebKit 1 layout engine) came on September 1, 2014 and 
brought with it all of the improvements that had been promised 
last year. These improvements include full support for the 
JavaScript JIT (just in time) compiler, improved HTML5 video 
support, hardware-accelerated video decoding enabling play-
back of 720p videos at 25fps, better scrolling and interactivity 
during page loads, and a whole host of other features. Eben 
Upton from the Raspberry Pi Foundation says in the release 
video [1] that “it is another good step in making the Rasp-
berry Pi useful as a general purpose computer,” and I can add 
that, after subsequently using the browser in an operational 
setting for a number of hours, that is definitely true. The 

Epiphany browser is included by default in all new versions of Raspbian and 
NOOBS from September 15, 2014 onwards, but if you want to just download it without a full 
update, you can do so using the following code from a terminal session:

sudo apt‑get update
sudo apt‑get dist‑upgrade
sudo apt‑get install epiphany‑browser

For a more in-depth look at the features and improvements, I recommend the blog of lead de-
veloper Marco Barisione [2].

osMC and VEro  
Issue 2 of Raspberry Pi Geek featured an interview with the creator of the Raspbmc media centre 
distribution for Raspberry Pi, Sam Nazarko. Sam was 19 when he created Raspbmc and, at that 
time, he already had another hugely popular XBMC media center distribution [3] under his belt 
in the form of Crystalbuntu [4] for the first-generation Apple TV. Raspbmc is based on Raspbian 
and XBMC (hence the name) and is the most popular media center distribution for the Rasp-
berry Pi (with more than two million downloads and more than 90,000 unique daily users), as 
well as the second most popular operating system for the Raspberry Pi after Raspbian itself. Le
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In the interview, Sam mentioned working on a new project, which, at 
the time, was called LinXBMC. LinXBMC was intended to provide a uni-
fied cross-platform experience. Since then, LinXBMC has been re-
launched as OSMC (open source media center [5] and is already available 
as an initial build for Raspberry Pi [6], with the full release likely coming 
sometime in early December 2014. Due to the reduced overheads and de-
velopment time achieved by merging the codebases, Sam is also going to 
be able to deliver a version of OSMC for the CuBox-i from SolidRun, as 
well as other platforms based on the Freescale i.MX6 series processors 
(on top of the Raspberry Pi and Apple TV versions he already sup-
ports). Android, Intel NUC and Generic x86/ x64 support will likely fol-
low when time permits.

Sam has also told us that he will soon be launching a flagship OSMC media cen-
tre device for crowdfunding via Kickstarter or IndieGoGo. The device will be called Vero, 
which is the Italian word for true, and it is likely to launch before this magazine goes to press. 
You can find all the information about Vero at the launch website [7].

GErT VGa 666 adapTEr dual-sCrEEn supporT  
A common complaint in the Raspberry Pi community surrounds the lack of native VGA sup-
port. The Raspberry Pi Foundation have always been clear that they were not keen on sup-
porting the aging connection standard (as DVI, and subsequently, HDMI 
have taken over). Also, the size and cost of the VGA connector meant it 
was simply not practical to have one on board the Raspberry Pi. Up 
until now, if you wanted to use your Raspberry Pi with a VGA display 
you needed to purchase a relatively expensive HDMI to VGA adapter 
which typically retail around the £15 (US$ 25) mark. What we didn’t 
know, is that the BCM2835 processor at the heart of the Raspberry Pi has 
always been capable of driving a VGA display over the GPIO pins using a 
display parallel interface (DPI). This fact was not previously publicized 
because half of the necessary connections were not being present on the 
Model A/ B GPIO header. The Model B+ now has a 40-pin GPIO header, 
which contains all of the necessary signals for a VGA display, and Gert van 
Loo (one of the chip architects of the BCM2835, as well as the Gertboard 
and GertDuino) has designed a very simple add on-board to enable you to 
use VGA with your Raspberry Pi. Perhaps the most useful thing about this 
new add-on is that it lets you run a dual-screen setup alongside the HDMI 
connection, and this configuration is all supported in software courtesy of Dom Cobley from 
the Raspberry Pi Foundation. Apparently, a three-screen setup will be possible once the DSI 
connector-based screen is officially released, albeit not at full resolution on each screen due to 
SDRAM limitations. Gert has released the design as open source under a GPLv3 license and 
has made all of the documentation available on GitHub [8]. Pi Supply has recently launched a 
Kickstarter-based group-buy to bring these boards to market [9].

raspbErry JaM MiCrosiTE  
Raspberry Jams have become an international sensation after their initial inception by Alan 
O’Donohoe in early 2012. Alan is one of the most enthusiastic people I have ever met, 
and also the organizer of the huge Manchester Raspberry Jamboree events, so it is no 
wonder that Raspberry Jam is now a household name for anyone in the open hard-
ware community. Ben Nuttall from the Raspberry Pi Foundation writes, “jams come 
in a variety of flavors: some have talks, demos and workshops; some just provide 
space for people to work on projects together.” Essentially, the overall aim is to 
display your creations, have fun and to support fellow Pi-oneers in their endeav-
ours. Until now, there was no common listing for these Raspberry Jam events, but 
the Raspberry Pi Foundation is very keen to help with “spreading the jam,” and 
they have just released their very own Raspberry Jam microsite [10]. Michael 
Horne, one of the organizers of CamJam (see the article elswhere in this issue), help set up 
the site, which even includes useful information on how to launch your own event.
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bash shEllshoCk buG  

You might have heard a fair bit in the news recently about the Bash Shellshock bug, which is 
the second major bug (alongside the OpenSSL Heartbleed bug) to hit the computing world 
this year. Heartbleed was a major security threat that could potentially allow an attacker to 
view a large amount of private data that would normally be safely encrypted, but it did not 
actually allow an attacker to directly take over a computer. The Shellshock bug, on the other 
hand, is a more major exploit that actually allows the attacker to take unauthorized control of 
an affected system and, with a complexity of exploitation rating of “low” given to it by Inter-
net security firm Rapid7, it is not difficult for a hacker to take advantage of the Shellshock ex-
ploit. This bug effects any Unix-like operating system that makes use of Bash (Bourne-again 
shell) as its command-line interpreter, which includes Raspbian, Mac OS X, and a large num-
ber of Linux distributions. As the vast majority of websites out there run on Linux-based op-
erating systems, this problem is a serious global issue. Perhaps the most surprising thing is 
that the bug has been present in Bash for 25 years since version 1.03! The good news for all of 
you Raspberry Pi users is that this is only really a security issue if your device is visible to the 
wider Internet and not just to your local area network (LAN). In any case, it is a good idea to 
fix the issue, and a patch has already been deployed to the Raspberry Pi repositories. You can 
get this patch by simply running an update in the usual manor:

sudo apt‑get update
sudo apt‑get upgrade

EbEn Talks display and ModEl a+  
Eben Upton attended the recent Europe 2014 edition of the TechCrunch Disrupt series, which 

was held in Old Billingsgate in London. The Raspberry Pi founder brought with him an 
add-on board the Raspberry Pi Foundation and its associated part-
ners have been talking about for months – the official display board. 
In the on-stage interview with TechCrunch’s John Biggs, Upton con-
firms the device will include an 800x480 pixel WVGA (Wide VGA) 
display, complete with a 10-point capacitive touch screen interface. 
The interface board with the screen appears to have shrunk since the 
first iteration we saw in Manchester earlier this year, and it takes a 
shape similar to the HAT specification. Despite the HAT shape, the 
new device does not actually interface over the GPIO header but con-
nects via the dedicated DSI connector, which, until now, has had no 
purpose. It has mount points that correspond to the new Model B+ 
and appears to actually mount underneath the Raspberry Pi. Upton 
doesn’t mention a price yet, but he hints that the display will be avail-
able for purchase towards the end of 2014 or beginning of 2015. He also 
talks briefly about the Model A+, mentioning that the foundation hopes 
to make an announcement soon and that they think the A+ will be an 

“exciting product” that will “capture people’s imaginations.” [11].

FurThEr noobs and raspbian updaTEs  
NOOBS 1.3.10 was officially released on September 12, and Raspbian version 
2014-09-09 has also made an appearance. These updates seem to be coming thick 
and fast, which is probably in part due to the Raspberry Pi Foundation’s in-
creased focus on software optimization. This new version brings with it several 
fantastic “big-ticket” upgrades, including an update to Mathematica 10, Sonic Pi 
2, and Java JDK8. The Epiphany browser, which was mentioned above replacing 
Midori as the default web browser and the Raspberry Pi version of Minecraft 
preinstalled. As always, there are also several firmware updates, kernel im-
provements, and bug fixes, and this release also includes driver support for the 
BCM43143 802.11n WiFi chip, which is used in the official Broadcom WiFi 
adapter, as well as the two-port USB hub. You can get the new versions in the 
downloads section [12] or view the release notes [13] for more details.
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CoMpuTE ModulE io board dEsiGn FilEs  

For any advanced or industrial users who wish to take advantage of the extra flexibil-
ity offered by the new Raspberry Pi compute module, the Raspberry Pi Foundation 
has released the full schematics, CAD designs, and Gerber files, as well as a complete 
bill of materials for the associated Compute Module IO board. The release is under a 
modified BSD license and will enable people to easily create copies of the board or 
modify the design for their particular needs. Alongside the announcement on the of-
ficial Foundation blog James Adams, the Director of Hardware at Raspberry Pi, men-
tions that sales and production of the compute modules are ramping up nicely, and 
the device is already available for immediate shipping in single quantities and up 
from the two official manufacturers Farnell and RS Components.

upCoMinG EVEnTs  
•	 Sweden	Raspberry	Jam	–	Helsingborg,	Sweden	(November	15)	–	http://  raspberryjam.  se/
•	 Raspberry	Pi	Geeks	–	Durham,	NC,	USA	(November	20)	–	http://  www.  meetup.  com/ 

 Raspberry‑Pi‑Geeks‑Durham‑NC/
•	 Barcelona	BITS	and	Raspberry	Jam	–	Barcelona,	Spain	(November	21-23)	–	http://  bitsevent. 

 com/  areas/  techshow
•	 Southend	Raspberry	Jam	–	Southend-on-Sea,	UK	(November	22)	–	http://  www.  eventbrite. 

 co.  uk/  e/  southend‑raspberry‑jam‑4‑tickets‑13564528871
•	 Maker	Faire	Tokyo	–	Tokyo,	Japan	(November	23-24)	–	http://  makezine.  jp/  event/  mft2014/
•	 Covent	Garden	Raspberry	Jam	–	London,	UK	(November	29)	–	http://  www.  eventbrite.  co.  uk/ 

 e/  raspberry‑jam‑tickets‑13296908411
•	 Central	Florida	Raspberry	Jam	at	FamilLAB	–	Longwood,	FL,	USA	(November	29)	–	 

http://  www.  meetup.  com/  Central‑Florida‑RPi‑Users‑Group/  events/  215369802/
•	 Melbourne	Raspberry	Pi	Jam	–	Melbourne,	Australia	(November	30)	–	http://  www.  meetup. 

 com/  Melbourne‑Raspberry‑Jam/  events/  ddjzjkyspbnc/
•	 Maker	Faire	Africa	–	Johannesburg,	South	Africa	(December	3-6)	–	http://  www.  mfa‑joburg.  com/
•	 Pi	Wars	Raspberry	Pi	Robotics	Challenge	–	Cambridge,	UK	(December	6)	–	http://  piwars.  org/
•	 Not	Exclusively	Raspberry	Pi	–	Chicago,	IL,	USA	(December	8)	–	http://  www.  meetup.  com/  N

ERP‑Not‑Exclusively‑Raspberry‑Pi/  events/  qnltkjysqblb/
•	 Northern	Ireland	Raspberry	Jam	–	Belfast,	UK	(December	13)	–	https://  www.  eventbrite.  co. 

 uk/  e/  northern‑ireland‑raspberry‑jam‑7‑christmas‑jam‑tickets‑13730814235
•	 Silicon	Valley	Raspberry	Jam	–	Mountain	View,	CA,	USA	(December	20)	–	 

http://  www.  eventbrite.  com/  e/  raspberry‑jam‑silicon‑valley‑tickets‑8469381147
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Do you have an event coming up that you would like help with publicizing? Have you got some 
breaking news that you think would interest our readers? Why not submit it to us via email to 
sales@pi‑supply.  co

nEws and EVEnTs subMission
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